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AVIATION DIRECTLY IMPACTS
some 20 different people groups in Peru
each year. For this growing population
of road-less people, aviation is the
primary access point to the Gospel.
Every fresh water well that is set up,
every medical emergency flight
completed, and every missionary
delivered is for one purpose: to bring life
through the Gospel of Christ.
SAMAIR partners with the local church
and national missionaries to enable the

MOBILIZING

ministries of these different organizations
actively spreading the Word of God and

DIRECT

making disciples in Peru.

Mailing Donations

Give Online

PROCLAIM AVIATION MINISTRIES
PO Box 356
Worthington, MN 56187

PROCLAIMAVIATION.ORG/DONATE
Click “DONATE” to access giving site
Choose “Donate to a Project”

Payable to Proclaim Aviation Ministries
note Direct Destination in memo

DIRECT

Select “Direct Destination”
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the CHURCH

the MOVEMENT

the DESTINATION

[INDIGENOUS] ministries like
FAIENAP and CCB-Peru
sending national missionaries
and pastors serving hundreds
of local churches throughout
the jungles of Peru.

Our goal is to see
the indigenous churches
of Peru become the strongest,
best prepared, most missional,
tribal churches on the face of
the planet!
Program Manager

[507] 369 8302

supporting the movement of the indigenous church
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-Craig Gahagen SAMAIR

john@proclaimaviation.org

destination
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“

Questions?

[SAMAIR] the vital link in a
mission effort to carry the
Gospel and church-planting
support to remote or less
accessible areas of South
America.
Providing subsidized
transportation in support of
leadership training of
indigenous missionaries.

[FUNDED] indigenous missions
& churches are young,
growing, and of modest
means.
Direct Destination seeks to
take on the financial burden of
connecting indigenous
ministries by consistently
funding their vital access to
aviation.

The goal of the Direct Destination campaign is to raise $50k annually to
mobilize the national and indigenous missionaries that are working in some of
the most difficult places within the Amazon jungle.

